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Case Study - Smoke on the BayDeodorizing High-End Hospitality in San Francisco
Overview
Summer began with the smell of smoke, for two high end and highly rated San Francisco, CA. hotels. In June, 2016, these hotels
reached out to TOMI™ Service Network (TSN) service provider Ideal Restoration, in need of smoke deodorization. In response; Ideal
Restoration used multiple SteraMist™ Environment Systems to quickly and successfully return the hotel to its pre-smoke odor standard
of quality.
Scope of Work
The chief engineer of one hotel, contacted Ideal with regards to numerous rooms which had been heavily smoked in and needed to
be deodorized. The request was originally for less than 10 rooms which quickly grew, as checkouts revealed more rooms in need of
Ideal’s services.
This need was scoped at Ideal’s standard rate which would apply to all rooms 500 square feet or less, during normal operating hours.
Rooms done after/before normal business hours would be at a higher rate (approx., $100 more), and all large suite rooms would be
converted to a square foot charge.
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During this same time period, the assistant director of housekeeping from another well known San
Franciscan hotel, contacted Ideal with regards to numerous rooms which were smoked in regularly for
a week. Initially the scope of worked encompassed around 100 rooms, with a 5 day turn-around time
frame and daily minimum of 20 rooms.

Preparation and Execution
With such advance notice, Ideal Restoration was able to strategize. In preparing their team and
equipment they estimated using approx. 60 gallons of BIT™ Solution, and enlisted a 2-man team
from fellow network provider, American Craftsman Restoration of Los Angeles CA to assist, using their
own SteraMist™ Environment System.
The initial work began on 06/21/2016 at 8AM with a list of 8 rooms, by noon the list grew to over 15. All
rooms were completed by 4:30 pm, arriving shortly there after at the second hotel.
Pressure mounted as this second location was overbooked, which led to Ideal and hotel management
to rank rooms on a 1-5 scale of smoke damage with 1 being the lightest and 5 being the heaviest odor
of smoke. Ideal was assigned all level 4 & 5 rooms. The team stayed from 4 pm until midnight and
completed the list of rooms assigned.
The following day the 5-man team began work again, treating rooms using the 2 environment
systems. Ideal requested all bedding, towels, sheets, and any fabrics be removed and washed so that
the SteraMist mist/fog could penetrate the mattresses and get everywhere affected by the smoke.
Work progressed throughout the rest of June and completed within the time frame as agreed upon.

Obstacles Overcame
• Project creep: One location added 7 rooms, including three suites.
• Time of Year: Timing of job was in late June, the busiest time of year for these hotels. This obstacle led to extra pressure for room turnover.
• Multiple locations throughout hotel: Breakdown and set-up as needed using different access points and different angles, as related to highest priority areas.

Result
Both hotels indicated that the scope this job was rare. In follow up conversations, each expressed how satisfied and impressed they were that Ideal Restoration
was able to deliver with the help of SteraMist BIT on a request no other restoration company could. This case is a prime example of the versatility and
effectiveness of the SteraMist™ BIT™ technology, and how it positions Ideal Restoration as a leader in the industry.

Ideal Restoration, San Francisco’s largest all-hazard 24/7 water damage and environmental restoration firm has
been in business since 1973. Ideal has been a TSN Primary Service Provider since June 2015.
http://tomimist.com/tsn/idealsf

SteraMistTM BITTM is EPA Registered for Use as a Healthcare-Hospital Disinfectant (EPA Reg. No. 90150-2)

